In this paper pX, T q denotes a topological dynamical system, that is, X is a compact metric space and T : X Ñ X is a continuous map. Often we will impose additional conditions, but broadly speaking the dynamics that interest us the most are those that are sufficiently "chaotic", and in particular have many invariant probability measures.
1. maximization or minimization of the ergodic averages of a real-valued function;
2. optimization of the ergodic averages of a vectorial function, meaning that we are interested in the extrema of the ergodic averages of a function taking values in some euclidian space R d ;
3. maximization or minimization of the top Lyapunov exponent of a linear cocycle over pX, T q, or more generally, of the asymptotic average of a subadditive sequence of functions;
4. optimization of the whole vector of Lyapunov exponents of a linear cocycle.
Unsurprisingly, many basic results and natural questions that arise in these topics are parallel. The aim of this paper is to provide an unified point of view, hoping that it will attract more attention to the many open problems and potential applications of the subject. The setting should also be convenient for the study of problems where one cares about classes of invariant measures that are not necessarily optimizing.
Disclaimer: This mandatorily short article is not a survey. We will not try to catalog the large corpus of papers that fit into the subject of ergodic optimization. We will neither provide a historical perspective of the development of these ideas, nor explore connections with fields such as Lagrangian Mechanics, Thermodynamical Formalism, Multifractal Analysis, and Control Theory. 1 
Optimization of Birkhoff averages
We denote by M T the set of T -invariant probability measures, which is a nonempty convex set and is compact with respect to the weak-star topology. Also let E T Ď M T be the subset formed by ergodic measures, which are exactly the extremal points of M T .
Let f : X Ñ R be a continuous function. We use the following notation for Birkhoff sums: f pnq :" f`f˝T`¨¨¨`f˝T n´1 .
By Birkhoff theorem, for every µ P M T and µ-almost every x P X, the asymptotic average lim nÑ8 1 n f pnq pxq is well-defined. The infimum and the supremum of all those averages will be denoted by αpf q and βpf q, respectively; we call these numbers the minimal and maximal ergodic averages of f . Since αpf q "´βp´f q, let us focus the discussion on the quantity β. It can also be characterized as:
Compactness of M T implies the following attainability property: there exists at least one measure µ P M T for which ş f dµ " βpf q; such measures will be called maximizing measures.
Another characterization is given by the following enveloping property:
βpf q " inf Actually, upper semicontinuity of f suffices for these characterizations: see [40] .
Recall that a function of the form h˝T´h with h continuous is called a coboundary (or C 0 -coboundary). Two functions that differ by a coboundary are called cohomologous, and have the same maximal ergodic average β. Actually, βpf q can be characterized as a minimax over the cohomology class of f : Following the terminology in linear programming, this is called the dual characterization of βpf q: see [60] . Formula (1.3) was discovered independently several times; it is Lemma 1.3 in the paper [29] , where it is proved using Hahn-Banach theorem. Let us reproduce the more direct proof from [27] . The finite-time average 1 n f pnq is cohomologous to f ; indeed it equals f`h˝T´h for h :" 1 n ř n i"1 f piq .
Using the enveloping property (1.2) we obtain the ě inequality in the dual formula (1.3). The reverse inequality is trivial. Given f , a natural question arises: is the infimum in (1.3) attained? Well, if h P C 0 pXq attains the infimum, then the inequality f`h˝T´h ď βpf q holds everywhere on X. Consider the closed set K where equality holds. This set is nonempty; indeed by integrating the inequality we see that a measure µ P M T is maximizing if and only if µpKq " 1, that is, if supp µ Ď K. Any closed set with this property is called a maximizing set. So another question is whether the existence of such sets is guaranteed. Let us postpone answers a bit.
Every continuous function f can be seen as a linear functional on the vector space of signed Borel measures on X, and conversely. The quantity βpf q is the maximum that this linear functional attains in the compact convex set M T , and so its computation is a problem of infinite-dimensional linear programming.
Since every ergodic µ is an extremal point of M T , it is maximizing for some f . Furthermore, since M T is a simplex (by uniqueness of ergodic decompositions), every ergodic µ is the unique maximizing measure for at least one function f P C 0 pXq (see [41] for the precise arguments). Conversely, if f has a unique maximizing measure µ then µ must be ergodic (because the ergodic decomposition of a maximizing measure is formed by maximizing measures).
Uniqueness of the maximizing measure is a (topologically) generic property, i.e., it holds for every function in a dense G δ subset of C 0 pXq. Furthermore, the same is true if C 0 pXq is replaced by any Baire vector space F of functions that embeds continuously and densely in C 0 pXq: see [40, Thrm. 3.2] . The properties of maximizing measures of generic functions in F may be very different according to the space under consideration. Consider F " C 0 pXq first. Suppose that T is sufficiently hyperbolic (more precisely, T satisfies Bowen's specification property); to avoid trivialities also assume that X is a perfect set. Then, as shown by Morris [53] , the unique maximizing measure of a generic function f P C 0 pXq satisfies any chosen generic property in the space of measures M T pXq; in particular maximizing measures generically have zero entropy and full support. Note that if a function f admits a maximizing set K and has a maximizing measure of full support, then necessarily K " X and therefore all probability measures have the same integral. Since the latter property is obviously non-generic (our T 's are not uniquely ergodic), we conclude that generic continuous functions f admit no maximizing set, and in particular the infimum in the dual formula (1.3) is not attained.
The situation is radically different for more regular functions. A central result in ergodic optimization, found in different forms via various methods by many authors, roughly states that if the dynamics T is sufficiently hyperbolic and the function f is sufficiently regular, then the infimum in the dual formula (1.3) is attained. Such results are called non-positive Livsic theorems, Mañé-Conze-Guivarch lemmas, or Mañé lemmas for short. One of the simplest versions is this: if T : X Ñ X is a one-sided subshift of finite type, and f is a θ-Hölder function (assuming X metrized in the usual way), then there exists a θ-Hölder function h such that
Similar statements also hold for uniformly expanding maps, Anosov diffeomorphisms and flows, etc. Some references are [27, 63, 26, 13, 48, 59, 15, 30] . The methods of proof are also diverse: some proofs use Thermodynamical Formalism, some use fixed point theorems, and some use bare hands. A function h solving the cohomological inequality (1.4) is called a subaction. As negative result, it is shown in [16] that the regularity of the subaction h is not always as good as f : it may be impossible to find a C 1 subaction h even if T and f are C ω . The study of subactions forms a subject by itself: see [30] . So it is natural to focus the study on regular functions f and hyperbolic dynamics T , for which the theory is richer. Yuan and Hunt [66] showed that only measures µ supported on periodic orbits can have the locking property, which means that µ is the unique maximizing measure for some f and also for functions sufficiently close to f . Much more recently, Contreras [25] settled a main open problem and proved that maximizing measures are generically supported on periodic orbits. More precisely, he proved that if T is a expanding map then a generic Lipschitz function has a unique maximizing measure, which is supported on a periodic orbit and has the locking property.
Contreras' theorem provides some confirmation of the experimental findings of Hunt and Ott published two decades before [35] . They basically conjectured that for typical chaotic systems T and typical smooth functions f , the maximizing measure is supported on a periodic orbit. However, their concept of typicality was a probabilistic one: Hunt and Ott actually conjectured that for typical parameterized families of functions, the Lebesgue measure of the parameters corresponding to maximizing orbits of period p or greater is exponentially small in terms of p. This type of conjecture remains open.
A conceptually clean probabilistic notion of typicality in function spaces was introduced in [36] (basically rediscovering [20] ); it is called prevalence. See [37] for several examples of prevalent properties (not all of them topologically generic) in Dynamical Systems. Zhang and the author [10] have obtained the following result in the direction of Hunt-Ott conjectures: if T is the one-sided shift on two symbols, and F is a space of functions with a very strong modulus of regularity, then every f in a prevalent subset of F has a unique maximizing measure, which is supported on a periodic orbit and has the locking property. Furthermore, we have obtained a sufficient condition for periodicity in terms of the wavelet coefficients of f . There is experimental evidence that this condition is prevalent not only in the space F but also on bigger spaces of Hölder functions, but a proof is still missing.
For full shifts (and for other sufficiently hyperbolic dynamics as well), the set of measures supported on periodic orbits is dense in M T . In particular, M T is a Poulsen simplex : its set E T of extremal points is dense. It seems fanciful to try to form a mental image of such an object, but let us try anyway. There are natural ways (see [10] ) to approximate the Poulsen simplex by a nested sequence R 1 Ă R 2 Ă¨¨¨Ă M T of (finite-dimensional) polyhedra whose vertices are measures supported on periodic orbits. Moreover, each polyhedron R n is a projection of the next one R n`1 , and the whole simplex M T is the inverse limit of the sequence. These polyhedra are not simplices: on the contrary, they have a huge number of vertices and their faces are small. Moreover, the polyhedra are increasingly non-round: the height of R n`1 with respect to R n is small. In particular, each interior point of R n can be well-approximated by a vertex of some R m with m ą n; this resembles the Poulsen property. Furthermore, among the vertices of R n , only a few of them are "pointy", and the others are "blunt"; these pointy vertices are the measures supported on orbits of low period. If we take at random a linear functional on the finite-dimensional span of R n , then the vertex of R n that attains the maximum is probably a pointy vertex. This is a speculative justification for the Hunt-Ott conjectures.
As mentioned before, not every µ P E T can appear as a unique maximizing measure of a regular function. So it is natural to ask exactly which measures can appear once the regularity class is prescribed. Motivated by a class of examples that we will explain in the next section, Jenkinson formulated the following fascinating question [40, Probl. 3.12] : if T is the doubling map on the circle and f is an analytic function with a unique maximizing measure µ, can µ have positive entropy?
Optimization of vectorial Birkhoff averages
Now consider a continuous vectorial function f : X Ñ R d . The rotation set of f is the set Rpf q of all averages ş f dµ where µ P M T . This is a compact convex subset of R d . Furthermore, by ergodic decomposition, it equals the convex hull of the averages of f with respect to ergodic measures; in symbols:
If d " 1 then Rpf q " rαpf q, βpf qs, using the notation of the previous section. The prime type of examples of rotation set, which justifies the terminology, are those when f equals the displacement vector of a map of the d-torus homotopic to the identity. Other examples of rotation sets, where the dynamics is actually a (geodesic) flow, are Schwartzman balls [58, 59] . The measures µ P M T for which ş f dµ is an extremal point of Rpf q are called extremal measures. Of course, each of these measures is also a maximizing measure for a real-valued function xc, f p¨qy, for some nonzero vector c P R d , so we can use tools from one-dimensional ergodic optimization.
Let us describe a very important example that appeared in many of the early results in ergodic optimization [27, 35, 38, 39, 12] . Let T pzq -z 2 be the doubling map on the unit circle, and let f : S 1 Ñ C be the inclusion function. The associated rotation set Rpf q Ă C " R 2 is called the fish. Confirming previous observations from other researchers, Bousch [12] proved that the extremal measures are exactly the Sturmian measures. These measures form a family µ ρ parametrized by rotation number ρ P R{Z. If ρ " p{q is rational then µ ρ is supported on a periodic orbit of period q, while if ρ is irrational then µ ρ is supported on an extremely thin Cantor set (of zero Hausdorff dimension, in particular) where T is semiconjugated to an irrational rotation. In particular, Jenkinson's problem stated at the end of Section 2 has a positive answer if f is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 1: Sturmian measures not only have zero entropy (i.e., subexponential complexity), but in fact they have linear complexity.
Let us come back to arbitrary T and f . Analogously to (1.2), we have the following enveloping property:
and the intersection is also a limit (in both the set-theoretic and the Hausdorff senses). Using the same trick as in the proof of (1.3), it follows that for every neighborhood U of Rpf q there exists g cohomologous to f whose image is contained in U . The following question arises: when can we find g cohomologous to f taking values in Rpf q? As we have already learned in the previous section, to hope for this to be true we need at least some hyperbolicity and regularity assumptions. If moreover d " 1 then the answer of the question becomes positive: Bousch [14] showed that whenever T and f satisfy the assumptions of a Mañé Lemma, there exists g cohomologous to f taking values in Rpf q, i.e. such that αpf q ď g ď βpf q. What about d ě 2? Unfortunately the answer is negative. The following observation was found by Vincent Delecroix and the author: Proposition 2.1. Let pX, T q and f be as in the definition of the fish. There exists no g C 0 -cohomologous to f taking values in the fish.
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that there exists a continuous function h :
h˝T´h takes values in the fish. For each integer n ě 0, let z n :" e 2πi{2 n . These points form a homoclinic orbiẗ¨¨Þ
We claim that gpz n q " 1 for every n. This leads to a contradiction, because on one hand, the series ř 8 n"1 pf pz n q´1q is absolutely convergent to a non-zero sum (as the imaginary part is obviously positive), and on the other hand, by telescopic summation and continuity of h, the sum should be zero.
In order to prove the claim, note that g must constant equal to ş f dµ ρ on the support of each Sturmian measure µ ρ . In particular, the compact set K :" pg˝T´gq´1p0q contains all those supports. Consider the obvious semiconjugacy ϕ between the one-sided two-shift and the doubling map T , namely the map which associates to an infinite word w " b 0 b 1 . . . in zeros and ones the complex number ϕpwq " e 2πit where t " 0.b 1 b 2 . . . in binary. Then ϕp0 n 10 8 q " z n . On the other hand, for each k ě 0, the periodic infinite word p0 n 10 k q 8 is Sturmian, and it tends to 0 n 10 8 as k Ñ 8. This shows that each z n is the limit of points that belong to supports of Sturmian measures. In particular, each z n belongs to K. This means that the value gpz n q is independent of n. Since z 0 " 1 is a fixed point, we conclude that this value is 1, as claimed.
Following [16] , a function f is called a weak coboundary if ş f dµ " 0 for every µ P M T , or equivalently if f is a uniform limit of coboundaries. There exist weak coboundaries f that are not coboundaries; indeed this happens whenever T is a non-periodic homeomorphism: see [45] . The paper [16] contains an explicit example of such f in the case T is the doubling map. The reason why their function f is not a coboundary is that the sum over a homoclinic orbit is nonzero. This is exactly the obstruction we used in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Therefore we pose the problem: Does it exist a function g weakly cohomologous to f taking values in the fish?
Naturally, there are many other questions about rotation sets. We can ask about their shape, either for typical or for all functions with some prescribed regularity. It is shown in [46] that any compact convex subset of R d is the rotation set of some continuous function. In the case of the fish, the boundary is not differentiable, and has a dense subset of corners, one at each extremal point corresponding to a measure supported on a periodic orbit; furthermore, and all the curvature of the boundary is concentrated at these corners. This seems to be the typical situation of rotation sets of regular functions. Let us note that the boundary of Schartzmann balls is never differentiable: see [59] and references therein.
Another property of the fish is the following: the closure of the union of the supports of the extremal measures has zero topological entropy (actually it has cubic complexity; see [52, Corol. 18] ). Is this phenomenon typical?
Optimization of the top Lyapunov exponent
We now replace Birkhoff sums by matrix products. That is, given a continuous map F : X Ñ Matpd, Rq taking values into the space of dˆd real matrices, we consider the products
The triple pX, T, F q is called a linear cocycle of dimension d. It induces a skewproduct dynamics on XˆR d by px, vq Þ Ñ pT x, F pxqvq, whose n-th iterate is therefore px, vq Þ Ñ pT n x, F pnq pxqvq. More generally, we could replace XˆR d by any vector bundle over X and then consider bundle endomorphisms that fiber over T : X Ñ X, but for simplicity will refrain from doing so.
As an immediate consequence of the Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem, for any µ P M T and µ-almost every x P X, the following limit, called the top Lyapunov exponent at x, exists:
which is clearly independent of the choice of norm on the space of matrices. Similarly to what we did in Section 1, we can either minimize or maximize this number; the corresponding quantities will be denoted by αpF q and βpF q. However, this time the maximization and the minimization problems are fundamentally different. While βpF q is always attained by at least one measure (which will be called Lyapunov maximizing), that is not necessarily the case for αpF q. Indeed, absence of Lyapunov minimizing measures may be locally generic [7, Rem. 1.13] , and may occur even for "derivative cocycles" [19] . More generally, one can replace log }F pnq } by any subadditive sequence of continuous functions, or even upper semicontinuous ones, and optimize the corresponding asymptotic average. One show check that a maximizing measure always exists, and that a enveloping property similar to (1.2) holds. See the appendix of the paper [54] for the proofs of these and other basic results on subadditive ergodic maximization. From these general results one can derive immediately those of [18, 28] , for example.
The maximization of the linear escape rate of a cocycle of isometries also fits in the context of subadditive ergodic optmization. Under a nonpositive curvature assumption, this maximal escape rate satisfies a duality formula resembling (1.3): see [8] . For some information on the maximal escape rate in the case of isometries of Gromov-hyperbolic spaces, see [56] .
Returning to linear cocycles, note that if the matrices F pxq are invertible then we can define a skew-product transformation T F on the compact space XˆRP d´1 by px, rvsq Þ Ñ pT x, rF pxqvsq. Then βpF q can be seen as the maximal ergodic average of the function f px, rvsq -logp}F pxqv}{}v}q. In this way, maximization of the top Lyapunov exponent can be reduced to commutative ergodic optimization. Note, however, that the space of T F -invariant probability measures depends on F in a complicated way.
There is a specific setting where optimization of the top Lyapunov exponent has been studied extensively. An one-step cocycle is a linear cocycle pX, T, F q where pX, T q is the full shift (either one-or two-sided) on a finite alphabet, say t1, . . . , ku, and the matrix F pxq only depends on the zeroth symbol of the sequence x. Therefore an one-step cocycle is completely specified by a k-tuple of matrices pA 1 , . . . , A k q. It is possible to consider also compact alphabets, but for simplicity let us stick with finite ones.
The joint spectral radius and the joint spectral subradius of a tuple of matrices are respectively defined as the numbers e βpF q and e αpF q , where pX, T, F q is the corresponding one-step cocycle. The joint spectral radius was introduced in 1960 by Rota and Strang [61] , and it became a popular subject in the 1990's as applications to several areas (wavelets, control theory, combinatorics, etc) were found. The joint spectral subradius was introduced later by Gurvits [32] , and has also been the subject of some pure and applied research. See the book [43] for more information.
The first examples of one-step cocycles with finite alphabets without a Lyapunov-maximizing measure supported on a periodic orbit were first constructed in dimension d " 2 by Bousch and Mairesse [17] , refuting the finiteness conjecture from [47] . Other constructions appeared later: see [3] . Counterex-amples to the finiteness conjecture seem to be very non-typical: Maesumi [49] conjectures that they have zero Lebesgue measure in the space of tuples of matrices, and Morris and Sidorov [55] exhibit one-parameter families of pairs of matrices where counterexamples form a Cantor set of zero Hausdorff dimension.
The Lyapunov maximizing measures for the one-step cocycles in the examples from [17, 55] (among others) are Sturmian and so have linear complexity. There are higher-dimensional examples with arbitrary polynomial complexity [33] . In all known examples where the Lyapunov maximizing measure is unique, it has subexponential complexity, i.e., zero entropy. So the following question becomes inevitable: is this always the case?
A partial result in that direction was obtained by Rams and the author [9] . We exhibit a large class of 2-dimensional one-step cocycles for which the Lyapunov-maximizing and Lyapunov-minimizing measures have zero entropy; furthermore the class includes counterexamples to the finiteness conjecture. Our sufficient conditions for zero entropy are simple: existence of strictly invariant families of cones satisfying a non-overlapping condition. (In particular, our cocycles admit a dominated splitting; see Section 4 below for the definition.) To prove the result, we identify a certain order structure on Lyapunov-optimal orbits (or more precisely on the Oseledets directions associated to those orbits) that leaves no room for positive entropy.
In the setting considered in [9] (or more generally for cocycles that admit a dominated splitting of index 1), Lyapunov-minimizing measures do exist, and moreover the minimal top Lyapunov exponent α is continuous among such cocycles. For one-step cocycles that admit no such splitting, β is still continuous, but α is not: see [7] . In fact, even though discontinuities of α are topologically non-generic, we believe that they form a set of positive Lebesgue measure: [7, Conj. 7.7] .
Let us now come back to general linear cocycles, but let us focus the discussion on the maximal top Lyapunov exponent β. As we have seen in Section 1, Mañé Lemma is a basic tool in 1-dimensional commutative ergodic optimization. Let us describe related a notion in the setting of Lyapunov exponents.
Let pX, T, F q be a linear cocycle of dimension d. A Finsler norm is a family t}¨} x u of norms in R d depending continuously on x P X. An extremal norm is a Finsler norm such that }F pxqv} T x ď e βpF q }v} x for all x P X and v P R d .
In the case d " 1, the linear maps F pxq : R Ñ R consist of multiplication by scalars˘e f pxq , and the maximal Lyapunov exponent βpF q of the cocycle equals the maximal ergodic average βpf q of the function f . Moreover, an arbitrary Finsler norm can be written as }v} x " e hpxq |v|, and it will be an extremal norm if and only if f`h˝T´h ď βpf q, which is the cohomological inequality (1.4). So the relation with Mañé Lemma becomes apparent and we see that existence of an extremal norm is far from automatic even in dimension d " 1.
Extremal norms were first constructed by Barabanov [2] in the case of onestep cocycles: he showed that under an irreducibility assumption (no common invariant subspace, except for the trivial ones), there exists an extremal norm that is constant (i.e. }v} x is independent of the basepoint x).
2 These extremal norms provide a fundamental tool in the study of the joint spectral radius: see also [65, 43] .
Beyond one-step cocycles, when can we guarantee the existence of an extremal norm? Garibaldi and the author [4] consider the situation where T is a hyperbolic homeomorphism and F : X Ñ GLpd, Rq is a θ-Hölder continuous map. As it happens often in this context, it is useful to assume fiber bunching, which roughly means that the largest rate under which the matrices F pxq distort angles is bounded by τ θ , where τ ą 1 is a constant related to the hyperbolicity of T . (Note that locally constant cocycles, being locally constant, are θ-Hölder for arbitrarily large θ, and so always satisfy fiber bunching; in this sense, our setting generalizes the classical one.) We say that the cocycle is irreducible if has no θ-Hölder invariant subbundles, except for the trivial ones. The main result of [4] is that strong fiber bunching together with irreducibility implies the existence of an extremal norm. Let us also mention a curious fact: there are examples where the extremal norm cannot be Riemannian.
The existence of an extremal norm is a first step towards more refined study of maximizing measures: for example, it implies the existence of a Lyapunov maximizing set, similarly to the maximizing sets discussed in Section 1. Such sets were studied in [54] for one-step cocycles.
We can recast in the present context the same type of questions discussed above: How complex are Lyapunov-maximizing measures, either for typical cocycles, or (assuming uniqueness) among all cocycles within a prescribed regularity class?
Optimization of all Lyapunov exponents
In this final section, we consider all Lyapunov exponents and not only the top one. Our aim is modest: to introduce an appropriate setting for ergodic optimization of Lyapunov exponents, and to check that the most basic properties seen in the previous sections are still valid.
Let s 1 pgq ě¨¨¨ě s d pgq denote the singular values of a matrix g P GLpd, Rq. These are the semi-axes of the ellipsoid gpS d´1 q, where S d´1 is the unit sphere in R d . The Cartan projection is the map
which takes values in the positive chamber
The Cartan projection has the subadditive property
where ď denotes the majorization partial order in R d defined in as follows: ξ ď η (which reads as ξ is majorized by η) if ξ is a convex combination of vectors obtained by permutation of the entries of η. The group of automorphisms of R d consisting of permutation of coordinates is called the Weyl group and is denoted W; so ξ ď η if and only if ξ belongs to the polyhedron copWηq (called a permuthohedron) . For vectors ξ " pξ 1 , . . . , ξ d q and η " pη 1 , . . . , η d q in the positive chamber a`, majorization can be characterized by the following system of inequalities: ξ ď η ô @i P t1, . . . , du, ξ 1`¨¨¨`ξi ď η 1`¨¨¨`ηi , with equality if i " d.
For a proof, see the book [50] , which contains plenty of information on majorization, including applications. Now let us consider a linear cocycle pX, T, F q. For simplicity, let us assume that the matrices F pxq are invertible. Using Kingman's theorem, one shows that for every µ P M T and µ-almost every x P X, the limit λpF, xq -lim nÑ8 1 n σpF pnq pxqq exists; it is called the Lyapunov vector of the point x. Its entries are called the Lyapunov exponents. If µ is ergodic then the Lyapunov vector is µ-almost surely equal to a constant λpF, µq. The Lyapunov spectrum of the cocycle is defined as:
By analogy with the rotation set (2.1), we introduce the inner envelope of the cocycle as the closed-convex hull of the Lyapunov spectrum, that is, I`pF qcopL`pF qq. 3 Differently from the commutative situation, however, extremal points of this convex set are not necessarily attained. Therefore we introduce other sets (see Fig. 1 
):
LpF q -W¨L`pF q (symmetric Lyapunov spectrum);
IpF q -W¨I`pF q (symmetric inner envelope); OpF q -copIpF(symmetric outer envelope);
O`pF q -OpF q X a`(outer envelope).
Then the extremal points of the symmetric outer envelope OpF q are attained as (perhaps reordered) Lyapunov vectors of ergodic measures:
Sometimes this is the best we can say about attainability, but sometimes we can do better. There is one situation where all extremal points of the symmetric inner envelope Ipf q are attained, namely if the cocycle admits a dominated splitting into one-dimensional bundles, because then we are essentially reduced to rotation sets in R d . Let us explain the concept of domination. For simplicity, let us assume that T : X Ñ X is a homeomorphism. Let us also assume that there is a fully supported T -invariant probability measure (otherwise we simply restrict T to the minimal center of attraction; see [1, Prop. 8 
.8(c)]).
Suppose that V and W are two F -invariant subbundles of constant dimensions. We say that V dominates W if there are constants κ 0 ą 1 and n 0 ě 1 such that for every x P X and every n ě n 0 , the smallest singular value of F pnq pxq| V pxq is bigger than κ n 0 times the biggest singular value of F pnq pxq| W pxq . We say that V is the dominating bundle, and W is the dominated bundle. The terminology exponentially separated splitting is more common in ODE and Control Theory, and other terms also appear especially in the earlier literature, but we will stick to the terminology dominated splitting, though grammatically inferior. The bundles V and W are in fact continuous, and they are robust with respect to perturbations of F : see [11] for this and other basic properties of domination.
The cocycle has a unique finest dominated splitting; this is a finite collection of invariant subbundles V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k , each one dominating the next one, and with maximal k. It is indeed a splitting in the sense that
for every x. If k " 1 then the splitting is called trivial.
We say that i P t1, . . . , d´1u is a index of domination of the cocycle if there exists a dominated splitting with a dominating bundle of dimension i; otherwise we say that that i is a index of non-domination. So, if V 1 '¨¨¨' V k is the finest dominated splitting of the cocycle, and
There is a way of detecting domination without referring to invariant subbundles or cones. As shown in [5] , i P t1, . . . , d´1u is a index of domination if and only if there is an exponential gap between i-th and pi`1q-th singular values; more precisely: there are constants κ 1 ą 1 and n 1 ě 1 such that s i pF pnq pxqq{s i`1 pF pnq pxqq ě κ n 1 for all x P X and all n ě n 1 . In terms of the sets Σ n pF q -σpF
we have the following geometric characterization: i is an index of domination if and only if for all sufficiently large n, the sets 1 n Σ n pF q are uniformly away from the wall ξ i " ξ i`1 (a hyperplane that contains part of the boundary of the positive chamber a`).
If Θ is a subset of t1, 2, . . . , d´1u, define the Θ-superchamber as the following closed convex subset of R d :
For example, a Θ " a`if Θ is empty, and a
Θ equals the orbit of a`under an appropriate subgroup of W, but we will not need this fact.) If C is any subset of R d , the closed-Θ-convex hull of C, denoted by co Θ pCq, is defined as the smallest closed subset of R d that contains C, is invariant under the Weyl group W, and whose intersection with the superchamber a Θ is convex. Let Θ be the set of indices of non-domination of the cocycle pX, T, F q. We define the following two sets:
The Morse spectra (symmetric or not) are sandwiched between the inner and outer envelopes: see Fig. 1 ). If Θ " ∅ then M pF q " IpF q, while if Θ " t1, . . . , d´1u then M pF q " OpF q.
L`pF q positive chamber Figure 1 : Suppose F takes values in SLp3, Rq; then all spectra are contained in the plane tpξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 q P R 3 ; ξ 1`ξ2`ξ3 " 0u. The figure shows a possibility for the three sets IpF q Ď M pF q Ď OpF q, which are are pictured in decreasing shades of gray, assuming that the unique index of domination is 1, i.e., Θ " t2u.
The Morse spectrum allows us to state the following attainability property, which is stronger than (4.3):
extpM pFĎ LpF q .
(4.5)
The name "Morse" comes from Morse decompositions in Conley theory [24] . Morse spectra were originally defined by Colonius and Kliemann [22] ; see also [21] . The Morse spectra defined here are more closely related to the ones considered by San Martin and Seco [62] (who in fact dealt with more general Lie groups). In concrete terms, we have the following characterization: ξ P M`pF q if and only if there exist sequences n i Ñ 8 and ε i Ñ 0, ε i -pseudo orbits px i,0 , x i,1 , . . . q, and matrices g i,j P GLpd, Rq with }g i,j´F px i,j q} ă ε i such that:
We will not provide a proof. For background on Morse spectra defined in terms of pseudo orbits and relations with dominated splittings and Lyapunov exponents (and without Lie algebra terminology), see the book [23] . Let us remark that all those type of Morse spectra contain more information that the Mather [51] and Sacker-Sell spectra [28] . Indeed, the finest dominated splitting refines the Sacker-Sell decomposition, which may be seen as the finest absolute (as opposed to pointwise) dominated splitting. Let us inspect other basic properties of the Morse spectra which are similar to properties of the rotation sets seen in Section 2. The following enveloping property is analogous to (2.2): 6) and again the intersection above is a limit. In particular, the Morse spectrum M p¨q is an upper semicontinuous function of F (with respect to the uniform topology). If the cocycle has a dominated splitting into k " d bundles then M p¨q is continuous at F . Two cocycles F and G over the same base pX, T q are called conjugate if there is continuous map H : X Ñ GLpd, Rq such that Gpxq " HpT xq´1F pxqHpxq. The Morse spectrum is invariant under cocycle conjugation.
Let us state a result similar to the duality property (1.3) and its vectorial counterpart explained in Section 2: Proposition 4.1. Given a neighborhood U of M`pF q, there exists a cocycle G conjugate to F such that Σ 1 pGq Ă U .
The proof requires some preliminaries. Let S denote the space of inner products in R d . The group GLpd, Rq acts transitively on S as follows:
xx¨,¨yy 2 " g˚xx¨,¨yy 1 ô xxu, vyy 2 " xxg´1u, g´1vyy 1 .
Using the standard inner product x¨,¨y -o as a reference, every element xx¨,¨yy of S can be uniquely represented by a positive (i.e. positive-definite symmetric) matrix p such that xxu, vyy " xp´1u, vy. In this way we may identify S with the set of positive matrices, and o is identified with the identity matrix. In these terms, the group action becomes:
The vectorial distance is defined as the following map:
where σ is the Cartan projection (4.1). It has the following properties:
1. δpo," σpqq;
2. δ is a complete invariant for the group action on pairs of points, that is, δpp 1 , q 1 q " δpp 2 , q 2 q if and only if there exists g P GLpd, Rq such that g˚p 1 " p 2 and g˚q 1 " q 2 ;
3. δpp, pq " 0;
4. δpq, pq " ip δpp,, where ipξ 1 , . . . , ξ d q :" p´ξ d , . . . ,´ξ 1 q is the opposition involution;
5. triangle inequality: δpp, rq ď δpp, qq` δpq, rq; this follows from (4.2).
In particular, the euclidian norm of δ is a true distance function, and it invariant under the action; indeed that is the usual way to metrize S. A parameterized curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ S is called a geodesic segment if there is a vector ξ P a`such that δpf ptq, f psqq " ps´tqξ, provided t ď s. A geodesic segment is determined uniquely by its endpoints p " f p0q and q " f p1q; it is given by the formula f psq " q s if p " o. The image of f is denoted rp, qs and by abuse of terminology is also called a geodesic segment. The midpoint of the geodesic segment is midrp, qs :" f p1{2q.
We shall prove the following vectorial version of the Busemann nonpositive curvature inequality: δ`midrr, ps, midrr, qs˘ď 1 2 δpp,, for all r, p, q P S .
(4.7)
Parreau [57] has announced a general version of this inequality that holds in other symmetric spaces and affine buildings, using the appropriate partial order. In order to prove (4.7), consider the Jordan projection χ : GLpd, Rq Ñ ad efined by χpgq -`log |z 1 |, . . . , log |z d |˘, where z 1 , . . . , z d are the eigenvalues of g, ordered so that |z 1 | ě¨¨¨ě |z d |. The Jordan projection is cyclically invariant, that is, χpghq " χphgq. The Cartan and Jordan projections are related by σpgq " 1 2 χpgg t q. Another property is that Cartan majorizes Jordan: σpgq ě χpgq. This follows from the fact that the spectral radius of a matrix is less than or equal to its top singular value, applied to g and its exterior powers.
Proof of the vectorial Busemann NPC inequality (4.7). Take arbitrary r, p, q P S. Since the vectorial distance is invariant under the group action, it is sufficient to consider the case where r " o. Then the midpoints under consideration are p 1{2 and q 1{2 . Using the definition of δ and the properties of the projections σ and χ, we have:
2 δpp,. Proof of Proposition 4.1. We will adapt the argument from [8, p. 383-384] , using (4.7) instead of the ordinary Busemann NPC inequality. Consider the case Θ " t1, . . . , d´1u, i.e., the cocycle no nontrivial dominated splitting. Then M`pF q is closed under majorization, in the sense that:
Fix a neighborhood U Ą M`pF q. Without loss of generality, we may assume that U X a`is closed under majorization. We want to find G conjugate to F such that Σ 1 pGq Ă U . By (4.6), for sufficiently large N we have Combining the whole chain of these inequalities we obtain: δ`ψ k pT xq, F pxq˚ψ k pxq˘ď Since U X a`is closed under majorization, we conclude that σ`Gpxq˚o˘P U . That is, Σ 1 pGq Ď U , as we wanted to show. In the case the cocycle admits a nontrivial dominated splitting, we take a preliminary conjugation to make the bundles of the finest dominated splitting orthogonal. Then the exact same procedure above leads to the desired conjugation, but we omit the verifications.
As a corollary of Proposition 4.1, we reobtain a result of Gourmelon [31] , which says that it is always possible to find an adapted Riemannian norm for which dominations are seen in the first iterate (i.e., n 0 " 1 in our definition). Indeed, the corresponding inner product at the point x is ϕpxq, where ϕ is the map constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Furthermore, the construction gives as extra property which is essential to certain applications [6] , namely: fixed a favored ergodic measure µ 0 P E T , we can choose the adapted metric ϕ with respect to which the expansion rates in the first iterate are close to the Lyapunov exponents with respect to µ 0 , except on a set of small µ 0 measure. 4 More precisely, we can take N large enough so that the RHS in (4.8) is L 1 pµ 0 q-close to the Lyapunov vector λpF, µ 0 q. On the other hand, the integral of the LHS majorizes the Lyapunov vector. It follows that the RHS is also L 1 pµ 0 q-close to the Lyapunov vector. The measures µ P M T for which the Lyapunov vector λpF, µq is an extremal point of the symmetric Morse set M pF q are called extremal measures for the linear cocycle pX, T, F q.
As an example, consider the one-step cocycle generated by the pair of matrices A 1 :" p 1 1 0 1 q and A 2 :" p 2 0 2 2 q. The extremal measures of this cocycle are Sturmian: this can be deduced from a result of [34] 5 . Moreover, results of [55] imply that the boundary of the symmetric Morse set is not differentiable, with a dense subset of corners, just like the fish seen in Section 2. Again, we ask: are these phenomena typical?
